Administration of Criminal Justice—United States

KF 9219.6 .S8
Crimes and penalties in all 48 States.
Stuchiner, Theresa B. (Theresa Berlin)
New York, Oceana Publications [c1953]

KF 9223 .B88 2009
Let's get free : a hip-hop theory of justice
Butler, Paul, 1961-

African Americans—Civil Rights—History

KF 224 .S34 M55 2009
Remembering Scottsboro : the legacy of an infamous trial
Miller, James A., 1944-

Agricultural Biotechnology

S 494.5 .B563 R45 2006
Regulating agricultural biotechnology : economics and policy

TP 248.65 .F66 P65 2007
The political economy of genetically modified foods

Antitrust Law—United States

KF 1649 .A2 C49 2009
Circuit conflicts in antitrust litigation
Chicago : First Chair Press : Section of Litigation, American Bar Association, c2009.

KF 1652 .N64 2009
The Noerr-Pennington doctrine.
Appellate Procedure—United States

KF 9690 .Y35 2009
Postconviction remedies
[St. Paul, Minn.] : West, c2009-

Asylum, Right of

K 3268.3 .R45 2009
Refugees, asylum seekers and the rule of law : comparative perspectives

Bankruptcy

K 1375 .H35 2009
Bankrupt : global lawmaking and systemic financial crisis
Halliday, Terence C. (Terence Charles)

K 7510 .W47 2009
International cooperation in bankruptcy and insolvency matters
Wessels, B.

Bankruptcy—United States

KF 1298 .S77 2009
Environmental issues in bankruptcy cases
Strochak, Adam P.
Newark, NJ : LexisNexis, c2009.

Biotechnology—Law and Legislation

K 328 .N49 2009
The nexus of law and biology : new ethical challenges
Capital Punishment

K 5103 .A43 2009
Cruel and unusual punishment : comparative perspective in international conventions, the United States and Iran
Alasti, Sanaz.

Christian Sociology—Catholic Church

BX 1406.2 .C365 1995
Catholicism, liberalism, and communitarianism : the Catholic intellectual tradition and the moral foundations of democracy

Church and State—United States

KF 4865 .W48 2009
Holy hullabalooes : a road trip to the battlegrounds of the church/state wars
Wexler, Jay, 1969-

Circuit Courts—United States

KF 1649 .A2 C49 2009
Circuit conflicts in antitrust litigation
Chicago : First Chair Press : Section of Litigation, American Bar Association, c2009.

Civil Disobedience

K 3269 .N46 2009
Aquinas and King : a discourse on civil disobedience
Nemeth, Charles P., 1951-

Civil Procedure—Oklahoma

KFO 1738 .A2 B85 2008
Building your civil trial skills
Civil Procedure—United States

KF 8900 .H4 2009
Discovery practice
Haydock, Roger S.
New York : Aspen Publishers, c2009-

KF 8935 .L54 2009
Principles of evidence
Lilly, Graham C., 1938-

KF 8968.23 .H88 2009
Expert witnesses : business & economy cases
Hutchinson, Cliff.

KF 8969 .F46 2009
The hearsay rule
Fenner, G. Michael.

KF 8979 .S73 2009
Jury selection
Starr, V. Hale.

Civil Rights—United States

JC 599 .U5 H626 2009
Guns, democracy, and the insurrectionist idea
Horwitz, Joshua, 1963-

KF 4755 .N37 2009
Dred Scott's revenge : a legal history of race and freedom in America
Napolitano, Andrew P.
Class Actions (Civil Procedure)—United States

KF 8896 .R438 2009
_Wholesale justice : constitutional democracy and the problem of the class action lawsuit_
Redish, Martin H.

Commercial Real Estate—United States

KF 572 .D37 2009
_The commercial real estate lawyer's job : a survival guide_
Dashoff, Brad, 1975-

KF 665 .N44 2009
_Commercial real estate transactions handbook_

Conflict of Laws

K 898 .H95 2009
_Gifts : a study in comparative law_
Hyland, Richard, 1949-

K 7510 .W47 2009
_International cooperation in bankruptcy and insolvency matters_
Wessels, B.

Constitutional Law and History—United States

KF 4549 .C656 2009
_Constitutional law stories_

KF 4755 .N37 2009
_Dred Scott's revenge : a legal history of race and freedom in America_
Napolitano, Andrew P.
The First Amendment, freedom of speech: its constitutional history and the contemporary debate

A good quarrel: America's top legal reporters share stories from inside the Supreme Court

Wholesale justice: constitutional democracy and the problem of the class action lawsuit
Redish, Martin H.

The evolution of the Fourth Amendment
McInnis, Thomas N., 1958-

Consumer Credit—United States—Popular Works

Credit repair
Leonard, Robin.

Corporations—Corrupt Practices

The corporation: the pathological pursuit of profit and power
Bakan, Joel.

Corporations—United States

Public company organizational documents: model forms and commentary
Crime—Oklahoma—History

HV 6793 .O5 A63 2007
100 Oklahoma outlaws, gangsters, and lawmen, 1839-1939
Anderson, Dan, 1950-

Criminal Law

K 5103 .A43 2009
Cruel and unusual punishment : comparative perspective in international conventions, the United States and Iran
Alasti, Sanaz.

K 5301 .M4825 2009
The law of command responsibility
Mettraux, Gunal.

Criminal Law—United States

KF 9219.6 .S8
Crimes and penalties in all 48 States.
Stuchiner, Theresa B. (Theresa Berlin)
New York, Oceana Publications [c1953]

KF 9325 .Z55 2009
Perverts and predators : the making of sexual offending laws
Zilney, Laura J.

KF 9350 .Z9 P63 2009
White collar crime in a nutshell
Podgor, Ellen S., 1952-
St. Paul, Minn. : West, c2009.

Criminal Procedure—United States

KF 9654 .P529 2004 DVD
The Plea
KF 9670 .U85 2008 Training DVD
Using and presenting digital evidence in the courtroom training material.

KF 9670 .U85 2008 Trial DVD
Using and presenting digital evidence in the courtroom mock trial DVD.

KF 9690 .Y35 2009
Postconviction remedies
[St. Paul, Minn.] : West, c2009-

**Disability Rights—United States**

KF 480 .B345 2009
Law and the contradictions of the disability rights movement
Bagenstos, Samuel R.

**Discovery—United States**

KF 8900 .H4 2009
Discovery practice
Haydock, Roger S.
New York : Aspen Publishers, c2009-

**Discrimination against People with Disabilities—Law and Legislation—United States**

KF 480 .B345 2009
Law and the contradictions of the disability rights movement
Bagenstos, Samuel R.

KF 480 .S39 2009
The ugly laws : disability in public
Schweik, Susan M. (Susan Marie), 1956-
Discrimination in Education—Law and Legislation—United States—History

KF 4155 .C48 2009
Choosing equality : essays and narratives on the desegregation experience

Educational Technology—Law and Legislation—United States

KF 4209 .E38 B57 2009
Cyber law : maximizing safety and minimizing risk in classrooms
Bissonette, Aime M.

Estate Planning—United States

KF 748.1 .H86 2009
Estate planning forms
Hunt, L. Rush.

KF 750 .S475 2009
Estate planning : for people with a chronic condition or disability
Shenkman, Martin M.

Ethnicity—Brazil

F 2636 .F74 2009
Legalizing identities : becoming Black or Indian in Brazil's northeast
French, Jan Hoffman, 1953-

Evidence—United States

KF 8935 .L54 2009
Principles of evidence
Lilly, Graham C., 1938-
KF 8968.23 .H88 2009
Expert witnesses : business & economy cases
Hutchinson, Cliff.

KF 8969 .F46 2009
The hearsay rule
Fenner, G. Michael.

KF 9670 .U85 2008 Training DVD
Using and presenting digital evidence in the courtroom training material.

KF 9670 .U85 2008 Trial DVD
Using and presenting digital evidence in the courtroom mock trial DVD.

Executive Power—United States

KF 9695 .C76 2009
The presidential pardon power
Crouch, Jeffrey.

Extrajudicial Executions—Uganda

DT 433.283 .R5 2009
The teeth may smile but the heart does not forget : murder and memory in Uganda
Rice, Andrew, 1975-

Family Law

K 702 .W58 2009
The sins of the fathers : the law and theology of illegitimacy reconsidered
Witte, John, 1959-
Family Law—United States

KF 3512 .C37 2009
The complete QDRO handbook : dividing ERISA, military, and civil service pensions and collecting child support from employee benefit plans
Carrad, David Clayton, 1944-
Chicago, Ill. : Section of Family Law , American Bar Association, c2009.

Financial Crises

K 1375 .H35 2009
Bankrupt : global lawmaking and systemic financial crisis
Halliday, Terence C. (Terence Charles)

Food Industry and Trade—Moral and Ethical Aspects

GT 2850 .M375 2009
Just food : where locavores get it wrong and how we can truly eat responsibly
McWilliams, James E.

Foreign Trade Regulation

K 3943 .F574 2009
What's wrong with "globalization"!?
Fischer, Thomas C. (Thomas Covell)

K 3943 .P65 2009
The politics of global regulation

Forensic Economics—United States

KF 8968.23 .H88 2009
Expert witnesses : business & economy cases
Hutchinson, Cliff.
**Forensic Oratory**

K 181 .D46 2009  
*Legally speaking: 40 powerful presentation principles lawyers need to know*  
Dempsey, David J., 1954-  

KF 8915 .B577 2009  
*Litigation logic: a practical guide to effective argument*  
Bosanac, Paul.  

**Freedom of Religion—United States**

KF 4865 .W48 2009  
*Holy hullabaloos: a road trip to the battlegrounds of the church/state wars*  
Wexler, Jay, 1969-  

**Freedom of Religion (International Law)**

K 3280 .C68 2009  
*Heaven forbid: an international legal analysis of religious discrimination*  
Cotter, Anne-Marie Mooney.  

**Freedom of Speech**

K 3254 .E97 2009  
*Extreme speech and democracy*  

**Freedom of Speech—United States—History**

KF 4772 .F5675 2009  
*The First Amendment, freedom of speech: its constitutional history and the contemporary debate*  
**Frontier and Pioneer Life—Great Plains**

E 83.866 .B86 2009
*Dog Soldier justice: the ordeal of Susanna Alderdice in the Kansas Indian war*
Broome, Jeff.
Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, c2009.

**Genetically Modified Foods—Government Policy**

TP 248.65 .F66 P65 2007
*The political economy of genetically modified foods*

**Gifts—Law and Legislation**

K 898 .H95 2009
*Gifts: a study in comparative law*
Hyland, Richard, 1949-

**Gun Control—United States**

JC 599 .U5 H626 2009
*Guns, democracy, and the insurrectionist idea*
Horwitz, Joshua, 1963-

KF 3941 .S678 2009
*Gun control: a documentary and reference guide*
Spitzer, Robert J., 1953-

**Habeas Corpus—United States**

KF 9690 .Y35 2009
*Postconviction remedies*
[St. Paul, Minn.]: West, c2009-
Harvard Law School—History

KF 368 .L36 K56 2009
The inception of modern professional education : C.C. Langdell, 1826-1906
Kimball, Bruce A., 1951-

Human Rights

INTERNET
Human rights brief
Washington, DC : Center for Human Rights and Humanitarian Law, 1994-

R 725.5 .I58 2009
Interrogations, forced feedings, and the role of health professionals : new perspectives on international human rights, humanitarian law, and ethics

Illegitimacy—History

K 702 .W58 2009
The sins of the fathers : the law and theology of illegitimacy reconsidered
Witte, John, 1959-

Incorporation—United States

KF 1420 .A65 P83 2009
Public company organizational documents : model forms and commentary

Indigenous Peoples

E 78 .G7 D367 2009
Great Lakes Indian accommodation and resistance during the early reservation years, 1850-1900
Danziger, Edmund Jefferson, 1938-

E 83.866 .B86 2009
Dog Soldier justice : the ordeal of Susanna Alderdice in the Kansas Indian war
Broome, Jeff.
Lincoln : University of Nebraska Press, c2009.
We have a religion: the 1920s Pueblo Indian dance controversy and American religious freedom
Wenger, Tisa Joy, 1969-
Chapel Hill: Published in association with the William P. Clements Center for Southwest Studies, Southern Methodist University by the University of North Carolina Press, c2009.

Legalizing identities: becoming Black or Indian in Brazil's northeast
French, Jan Hoffman, 1953-

Two ways together: report on indicators 2007

Indigenous Peoples—Legal Status, Laws, etc.

Indigenous rights

West's American tribal law reporter: cases decided in American tribal law courts, and decisions of the United States Courts of Appeals and Supreme Court of the United States.
[Eagan, Minn.]: West, c2009-

Intellectual Property

Implementing the World Intellectual Property Organization's development agenda
[Waterloo, Ont.]: Wilfred Laurier University Press, c2009.

Intellectual Property—United States

Intellectual property and unfair competition in a nutshell
McManis, Charles R., 1941-
Intellectual property law and litigation : practical and irreverent insights
O'Connor, Edward F., 1944-
Chicago, Ill. : Tort Trial and Insurance Practice Section, American Bar Association, c2009.

Patent law essentials : a concise guide
Durham, Alan L., 1963-

Patent case management judicial guide

The genie in the machine : how computer-automated inventing is revolutionizing law and business
Plotkin, Robert, 1971-

Internet—Law and Legislation—United States

Cyber law : maximizing safety and minimizing risk in classrooms
Bissonnette, Aime M.

Interracial Marriage—New York—History

Property rites : the Rhinelander trial, passing, and the protection of whiteness
Smith-Pryor, Elizabeth M.

Judges—Selection and Appointment—United States

Citizens, courts, and confirmations : positivity theory and the judgments of the American people
Gibson, James L., 1951-
Judicial Power—United States

KF 5130 .P43 2009
One Supreme Court: supremacy, inferiority, and the judicial power of the United States
Pfander, James E.

Judicial Review—United States

KF 5130 .D69 2009
America's prophets: how judicial activism makes America great
Dow, David R.

Jury Selection—United States

KF 8979 .S73 2009
Jury selection
Starr, V. Hale.

Land Tenure

HD 1251 .P77 2009
Property rights and land policies

Law—Language

K 213 .T734 2009
Translation issues in language and law
Law—Oklahoma

KFO 1375 .O39
Oklahoma secured transactions under revised article 9 of the Uniform commercial code : forms and practice manual
Brooklandville, Md. : Data Trace Pub. Co., 2002-

KFO 1407.5 .A65 C73
Oklahoma limited liability company : forms and practice manual
Craig, Richard D. (Richard Dorsey)
Brooklandville, Md. : Data Trace Pub. Co., c1999-

KFO 1738 .A2 B85 2008
Building your civil trial skills

Law—Study and Teaching—United States—History

KF 368 .L36 K56 2009
The inception of modern professional education : C.C. Langdell, 1826-1906
Kimball, Bruce A., 1951-

Law—Study and Teaching (Clinical Education)—United States

KF 287 .Y68 2009
"You can tell it to the judge" and other true tales of law school lawyering

Law—United States—Dictionaries—Popular Works

KF 156 .N654 2009
Nolo's plain-English law dictionary

Law—United States—History

KF 352 .J64 2009
The laws that shaped America : fifteen acts of Congress and their lasting impact
Johnson, Dennis W.
Law—Vocational Guidance—United States

KF 297 .B84 2009
Building a better legal profession's guide to law firms : the law student's guide to finding the perfect law firm job
New York : Kaplan, c2009.

Law and Biology—Moral and Ethical Aspects

K 328 .N49 2009
The nexus of law and biology : new ethical challenges

Law and Culture

K 923 .F37 2009
Fault lines : tort law as cultural practice

Law and Economic Development

K 1404 .I47 2009
Implementing the World Intellectual Property Organization's development agenda

Law and Globalization

K 236 .P683 2009
The power of law in a transnational world : anthropological enquiries

K 3943 .F574 2009
What's wrong with "globalization"!?
Fischer, Thomas C. (Thomas Covell)

K 3943 .P65 2009
The politics of global regulation
Law Firms—Social Aspects—United States

KF 299 .W6 B38 2009
Sex discrimination and law firm culture on the internet : lawyers at the information age watercooler
Baumle, Amanda K.

Lawyers—United States—Biography

KF 373 .B46 A3 2009
The emperor's new clothes : exposing the truth from Watergate to 9/11
Ben-Veniste, Richard.

KF 373 .D35 M38 2009
The last trials of Clarence Darrow
McRae, Donald, 1961-

Legal Ethics—United States

KF 306 .S52 2009
I do solemnly swear : the moral obligations of legal officials
Sheppard, Steve, 1963-

Legal Research—Texas

KFT 1275 .S56 2009
Texas legal research
Simons, Spencer L.

Liability for Environmental Damages—United States

KF 1298 .S77 2009
Environmental issues in bankruptcy cases
Strochak, Adam P.
Newark, NJ : LexisNexis, c2009.
Medical Ethics—United States

KF 3827 .S74 F73 2009
New perspectives on human embryonic stem cell research: what you need to know about the legal, moral & ethical issues
Frazier, B. H.
Lake Mary, FL: Vandeplas Pub, 2009

R 725.5 .I58 2009
Interrogations, forced feedings, and the role of health professionals: new perspectives on international human rights, humanitarian law, and ethics

Medical Records—Law and Legislation—United States

KF 3827 .R4 B73 2009
HIPAA for the general practitioner
Bragg, Melanie D.
Chicago, Ill.: ABA General Practice, Solo & Small Firm Division, c2009.

Motor Vehicles—Title Transfer—United States—States

KF 2215 .C66 2009
Compendium of state certificate of title laws

Natural Law—Religious Aspects—Catholic Church

BJ 255 .T5 R95 2009
Perfecting human actions: St. Thomas Aquinas on human participation in eternal law
Rziha, John (John Michael)

Outlaws—Oklahoma

HV 6793 .O5 A63 2007
100 Oklahoma outlaws, gangsters, and lawmen, 1839-1939
Anderson, Dan, 1950-
**Pardon—United States**

KF 9695 .C76 2009  
*The presidential pardon power*  
Crouch, Jeffrey.  

**Partnership—Oklahoma**

KFO 1407.5 .A65 C73 v.1  
*Oklahoma limited liability company : forms and practice manual*  
Craig, Richard D. (Richard Dorsey)  
Brooklandville, Md. : Data Trace Pub. Co., c1999-

**Patents—Law and Legislation—United States**

KF 3114.85 .D87 2009  
*Patent law essentials : a concise guide*  
Durham, Alan L., 1963-  

KF 3120 .M46 2009  
*Patent case management judicial guide*  

KF 3131 .P58 2009  
*The genie in the machine : how computer-automated inventing is revolutionizing law and business*  
Plotkin, Robert, 1971-  

**Pension and Retirement Plans—United States**

KF 3512 .C37 2009  
*The complete QDRO handbook : dividing ERISA, military, and civil service pensions and collecting child support from employee benefit plans*  
Carrad, David Clayton, 1944-  
Chicago, Ill. : Section of Family Law , American Bar Association, c2009.
People with Disabilities—Legal Status, Laws, Etc.—United States

KF 480 .B345 2009
Law and the contradictions of the disability rights movement
Bagenstos, Samuel R.

KF 480 .S39 2009
The ugly laws : disability in public
Schweik, Susan M. (Susan Marie), 1956-

Plea Bargaining—United States

KF 9654 .P529 2004 DVD
The Plea

Political Parties—United States

JK 2265 .A67 2009
Grand illusion : the myth of voter choice in a two-party tyranny
Amato, Theresa A.

Political Questions and Judicial Power—United States

KF 5130 .D69 2009
America's prophets : how judicial activism makes America great
Dow, David R.

KF 5130 .P43 2009
One Supreme Court : supremacy, inferiority, and the judicial power of the United States
Pfander, James E.

Prisoners of War—Abuse of

R 725.5 .I58 2009
Interrogations, forced feedings, and the role of health professionals : new perspectives on international human rights, humanitarian law, and ethics
Public Finance

HJ 141 .K36 2008
The theory of taxation and public economics
Kaplow, Louis.

Public Health—Law and Legislation—United States

KF 3775 .P35 2009
Populations, public health, and the law
Parmet, Wendy E.

Public Speaking

K 181 .D46 2009
Legally speaking : 40 powerful presentation principles lawyers need to know
Dempsey, David J., 1954-

Race Discrimination—Law and Legislation—United States—History

KF 4755 .N37 2009
Dred Scott's revenge : a legal history of race and freedom in America
Napolitano, Andrew P.

Refugees—Legal Status, Laws, Etc.

K 3268.3 .R45 2009
Refugees, asylum seekers and the rule of law : comparative perspectives

Religious Freedom—Southwest U.S.

E 99 .P6 W45 2009
We have a religion : the 1920s Pueblo Indian dance controversy and American religious freedom
Wenger, Tisa Joy, 1969-
Chapel Hill : Published in association with the William P. Clements Center for Southwest Studies, Southern Methodist University by the University of North Carolina Press, c2009.
Religious Minorities—Legal Status, Laws, Etc.

K 3280 .C68 2009
Heaven forbid: an international legal analysis of religious discrimination
Cotter, Anne-Marie Mooney.

KF 4865 .W48 2009
Holy hullabaloos: a road trip to the battlegrounds of the church/state wars
Wexler, Jay, 1969-

Rule of Law

K 3171 .B45 2009
Rules of law and laws of ruling: on the governance of law
Law, justice, and power

K 3268.3 .R45 2009
Refugees, asylum seekers and the rule of law: comparative perspectives

School Integration—United States—History

KF 4155 .C48 2009
Choosing equality: essays and narratives on the desegregation experience

Searches and Seizures—United States

KF 9630 .M38 2009
The evolution of the Fourth Amendment
McInnis, Thomas N., 1958-

Secured Transactions—Oklahoma

KFO 1375 .O39
Oklahoma secured transactions under revised article 9 of the Uniform commercial code: forms and practice manual
Brooklandville, Md. : Data Trace Pub. Co., 2002
Securities—United States

KF 1439 .H394 2009
The law of securities regulation
Hazen, Thomas Lee, 1947-

Sex Crimes—United States

KF 9325 .Z55 2009
Perverts and predators : the making of sexual offending laws
Zilney, Laura J.

Sociological Jurisprudence

K 3171 .B45 2009
Rules of law and laws of ruling : on the governance of law
Law, justice, and power

Sociological Jurisprudence—Study and Teaching—United States

KF 287 .Y68 2009
"You can tell it to the judge" and other true tales of law school lawyering

Special Prosecutors—United States—Biography

KF 373 .B46 A3 2009
The emperor's new clothes : exposing the truth from Watergate to 9/11
Ben-Veniste, Richard.

Stem Cell Research—Moral and Ethical Aspects—United States

KF 3827 .S74 F73 2009
New perspectives on human embryonic stem cell research : what you need to know about the legal, moral & ethical issues
Frazier, B. H.
Lake Mary, FL : Vandeplas Pub, 2009
Supreme Court, U.S.

KF 5130 .P43 2009
One Supreme Court : supremacy, inferiority, and the judicial power of the United States
Pfander, James E.

KF 8742 .G66 2009
A good quarrel : America's top legal reporters share stories from inside the Supreme Court

KF 8776 .G53 2009
Citizens, courts, and confirmations : positivity theory and the judgments of the American people
Gibson, James L., 1951-

Taxation

HJ 141 .K36 2008
The theory of taxation and public economics
Kaplow, Louis.

Taxation—United States

KF 6320 .B6 2009
Effectively representing your client before the IRS : a practical manual for the tax practitioner with sample correspondence and forms

KF 6369 .T365 2009
Tax stories
St Paul : Foundation Press, 2009

Torts

K 923 .F37 2009
Fault lines : tort law as cultural practice
Trade Regulation—United States

KF 1610 .M35 2009
*Intellectual property and unfair competition in a nutshell*
McManis, Charles R., 1941-

KF 1649 .A2 C49 2009
*Circuit conflicts in antitrust litigation*
Chicago : First Chair Press : Section of Litigation, American Bar Association, c2009.
KF 1652 .N64 2009
*The Noerr-Pennington doctrine.*

Trial Practice—Oklahoma

KFO 1738 .A2 B85 2008
*Building your civil trial skills*

Trial Practice—United States

KF 8915 .B577 2009
*Litigation logic : a practical guide to effective argument*
Bosanac, Paul.

KF 8915 .B664 2009
*Principles and practice of trial consultation*
Brodsky, Stanley L., 1939-
New York : Guilford Press, c2009.

KF 8915 .J67 2009
*Lessons from the courtroom*
Jones, Frank G.

KF 8915 .S299 2009
*Trial tactics*
Saltzburg, Stephen A.
Trials—United States

KF 224 .S2 T46 2009
**The Sacco-Vanzetti Affair : America on trial**
Temkin, Moshik, 1971-

KF 224 .S34 M55 2009
**Remembering Scottsboro : the legacy of an infamous trial**
Miller, James A., 1944-

KF 228 .R486 S65 2009
**Property rites : the Rhinelander trial, passing, and the protection of whiteness**
Smith-Pryor, Elizabeth M.

Uganda—Politics and Government

DT 433.283 .R5 2009
**The teeth may smile but the heart does not forget : murder and memory in Uganda**
Rice, Andrew, 1975-

United Nations—Popular Works

JZ 4984.6 .F37 2009
**An insider's guide to the UN**
Fasulo, Linda M.

Voting—United States

JK 2265 .A67 2009
**Grand illusion : the myth of voter choice in a two-party tyranny**
Amato, Theresa A.
**War Crimes**

K 5301 .M4825 2009  
The law of command responsibility  
Mettraux, Gunal.  

**Watergate Affair, 1972-1974**

KF 373 .B46 A3 2009  
The emperor's new clothes : exposing the truth from Watergate to 9/11  
Ben-Veniste, Richard.  

**White Collar Crime—United States**

KF 9350 .Z9 P63 2009  
White collar crime in a nutshell  
Podgor, Ellen S., 1952-  
St. Paul, Minn. : West, c2009.

**Wine and Wine Making—Law and Legislation—United States—History**

KF 3924 .W5 M46 2009  
From demon to darling : a legal history of wine in America  
Mendelson, Richard, 1953-  

**Women Lawyers—United States**

KF 299 .W6 B38 2009  
Sex discrimination and law firm culture on the internet : lawyers at the information age watercooler  
Baumle, Amanda K.  